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Abstract

A central aim of animal welfare science is to be able to compare the effects of different ways of keeping, managing or treating animals
based on welfare indicators. A system to aggregate the different indicators is therefore needed. However, developing such a system
gives rise to serious challenges. Here, we focus specifically on the ethical aspects of this problem, taking as our starting point the
ambitious efforts to set up an aggregation system within the project Welfare Quality® (WQ). We first consider the distinction between
intra- and inter-individual aggregation. These are of a very different nature, with inter-individual aggregation potentially giving rise to
much more serious ethical disagreement than intra-individual aggregation. Secondly, we look at the idea of aggregation with a focus on
how to compare different levels and sorts of welfare problems. Here, we conclude that animal welfare should not be understood as a
simple additive function of negative or positive states. We also conclude that there are significant differences in the perceived validity
and importance of different kinds of welfare indicators. Based on this, we evaluate how aggregation is undertaken in WQ. The main
conclusion of this discussion is that the WQ system lacks transparency, allows important problems to be covered up, and has severe
shortcomings when it comes to the role assigned to experts. These shortcomings may have serious consequences for animal welfare
when the WQ scheme at farm or group level is applied. We conclude by suggesting ways to overcome some of these shortcomings.
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Introduction
A key aim of animal welfare science is to be able to
compare the effects of different ways of keeping, managing
or treating animals. Typically, groups of animals, or the
same flock or herd of animals at different times, are exposed
to different forms of housing, management procedures or
other treatments. A number of indicators may be used to
measure welfare between groups of animals or in the same
group or individual over time. Sometimes it is straightfor-
ward to add up things to be able to rank different forms of
housing, management procedures or other treatments in
terms of animal welfare outcome. Other times it may be
more difficult, due to different welfare indicators pointing
towards different welfare outcomes.
Traditionally, farm animal welfare research has focused on
applying single welfare indicators, often in an experimental
setting; and therefore the issue of aggregation has largely been
avoided. This has changed gradually since the 1990s,
beginning with the development of systems for assessing
welfare impact on laboratory animals (eg Porter 1992; Stafleu
et al 1999). Since around 2000, initiatives have been
developed to assess farm animal welfare at group level, which

have given rise to more systematic discussions about how to
aggregate different welfare indicators (cf, for example,
Capdeville & Veissier 2001; Spoolder et al 2003). These
efforts have so far culminated in Welfare Quality® (WQ), a
large project funded by the EU Commission that developed
protocols to measure the welfare of cattle, pigs and hens at
farm level (for further information, see Keeling 2009). 
The WQ protocols take as their starting point a compre-
hensive definition of farm animal welfare in terms of four
principles: Good feeding; Good housing; Good health;
and Appropriate behaviour. These are subdivided into
12 welfare criteria. Each criterion is measured by a
number of indicators that are dependent on the type of
animal being studied. In the case of dairy cows, for
example, there are 31 indicators, primarily focusing on
the states of the animals themselves (so-called animal-
based indicators), rather than the resources provided to
the animals. So-called environmental-based indicators
(relating to availability of resources) are only used when
animal-based indicators are not available or are deemed
less feasible or reliable, eg in the case of thirst, where
availability of drinkers is used as a proxy indicator.
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WQ enables all farms or groups of animals within the farm
covered by the protocols to be grouped into four categories:
‘Excellent’, ‘Enhanced’, ‘Acceptable’, and ‘Not-classified’.
Assignment to one of the four categories is determined
using a comprehensive dataset relating to the many indica-
tors that serve as the basis of the system. Specifically, the
results for up to 31 different indicators are transformed
through four stages of aggregation into one of the four
aforementioned categories.
The aggregation procedures used in WQ have caused some
controversy in the academic literature about whether the
outcome of WQ aggregations is in line with expert opinion
(de Graaf et al 2017). However, little focus has so far been
put on the ethical aspects of aggregation, eg on whether it is
acceptable to simply add up welfare states, not only within
the life of the individual animal, but also across animals.
Researchers in the WQ team have had some focus on what
they call the problem of ‘compensation’ (Veissier et al 2009)
which, roughly speaking, is about whether a bad thing
happening to one or more animals may be offset by avoiding
other bad things happening, but little has been done to
unpack and analyse this and other ethical issues potentially
raised by aggregation. To do this is a main aim of this paper.
In the paper, we first consider the idea of aggregation in
light of the distinction between intra- and inter-individual
aggregation. Secondly, we look at the idea of aggregation in
terms of comparing different levels and sorts of welfare
problems. Based on this, finally, we critically review how
aggregation is undertaken in WQ.

Intra- and inter-individual aggregation: ethical
implications
Life involves many choices that result not only in good
things, but different mixes of good and bad things. This is
also the case when society makes choices on behalf of
animals. These choices, in our view, fall in two distinct
groups. The first group consists of choices where only one
animal is involved, and the task is to balance the potential
good and bad things to achieve the best possible outcome for
that particular individual. This kind of choice requires what
we will call intra-individual aggregation. The other group
consists of choices where a group of animals is involved and
the task is to find out what is best for the group. This gives
rise to what we call inter-individual aggregation.
Two examples may serve to illustrate what each involves:
Suppose a dog is suffering from cruciate ligament disease, a
common canine disease in which the ligaments stabilising
the knee deteriorate and rupture. This condition can be
managed either conservatively (ie non-surgically) or with
surgery. With conservative management, most dogs will
improve to some degree if their exercise is restricted for
several months (Wurcherer et al 2013) but will typically end
up with variable lameness, a thickened knee, and moderate
to severe osteoarthritis in the joint. There are many surgical
treatment options, of which a TPLO procedure (involving
cutting and rotating the bone and then stabilising it with a
bone plate) is considered to be one of the best, based on

current scientific evidence (Krotscheck et al 2016). The dog
will usually be discharged the day after surgery on
painkillers, and it will be exercise-restricted for about six
weeks, at which stage it will be sedated and have x-rays
taken to assess bone healing. If everything is healing well,
the dog will gradually be returned to full exercise over the
following six weeks, and can be expected to have minimal
lameness, and minimal osteoarthritis, for the rest of its life.
When deciding on this case, assuming that cost is not an
issue, the dog owner, assisted by the veterinarian, will have
weighed up the different good and bad things for the dog in
the two possible ways of dealing with the disease. This may
not be easy for several reasons. Firstly, the outcome of each
decision is uncertain. With conservative therapy the dog
may end up more or less lame and it may or may not
develop severe osteoarthritis in its knee. With surgery,
severe complications may occur, even though they are rare.
Secondly, there may be uncertainty about how much the
different issues facing the dog in each scenario will matter
from the point of view of the dog. Will the stay at the veteri-
nary surgery away from the owner be traumatic? How much
will a certain degree of lameness matter to the dog?
So, when considering this case there is, of course, some
uncertainty about the outcome of two treatment choices.
This uncertainty mainly concerns the actual outcome as just
described, but there may also be an ethical twist to this.
Thus, it may be argued that the surgical option simultane-
ously presents the prospect of the best possible long-term
outcome for the dog, but also the greatest risk of severe
complications. So, depending on whether one focuses on the
‘most likely’, or on the ‘worst possible’ outcome, ie on
whether one is a risk-taker or is risk-averse, different conclu-
sions may be reached (and different treatments chosen). 
Another factor that may affect one’s decision is how one
weighs the different aspects of dog welfare involved. In both
cases, there will be some element of pain and discomfort, but
in the case of surgery the dog may also experience fear and
loneliness when taken to the veterinarian and separated from
the owner. Depending on how much weight is put on
preventing physical discomfort and pain compared to other
aspects of psychological well-being, the two decisions may
be viewed very differently. (More on this in the following
section).
The second example concerns the decision on whether to
tail-dock a group of piglets that are going to live their lives
as slaughter pigs in an intensive pig production unit. Tail-
docking typically involves cutting off 30–50% of the tail of
newborn piglets to prevent tail-biting. It is widely agreed
among researchers and other experts in the field that
although tail-docking does not completely prevent tail-
biting, it significantly reduces the number of pigs that have
their tails bitten (eg Valros & Heinonen 2015). While tail-
docking involves an unpleasant procedure causing some
pain and discomfort, the welfare problems experienced by
animals that are severely tail-bitten are clearly much
greater, not least since bitten tails often become infected.
When farmers consider whether to tail dock their piglets
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they are not, or not solely, driven by a concern for the
welfare of their animals — economic considerations also
play a role, since tail-biting may give rise to serious infec-
tions which lead to carcase condemnation and in other ways
have a negative effect on productivity. Therefore, farmers
may have a strong economic incentive to tail dock.
However, here, we will try to consider the issue only from
the point of view of the pig. 
In one way, this case is similar to the previously discussed
dog case, since both compare physical pain and discomfort.
However, in another way it is much more complicated,
since it is about distributing welfare outcomes among
different animals in a group, rather than just securing the
best welfare for one individual. It is about inter-individual
aggregation where the complicating factor is that different
consequences befall different individuals, subsequently
raising questions about fairness. The situation may be illus-
trated by means of Figure 1.
Figure 1 displays a herd of around 30 pigs. In the situation
depicted at the bottom, there is no tail-docking, with the
result that we have 28 pigs with no negative welfare conse-
quences related to tail-docking and two pigs with a severe

welfare problem due to tail bite. In the situation depicted at
the top, all pigs are tail-docked with the result that one pig is
spared the consequences of tail-biting, but all the pigs have
to endure a lesser amount of pain and discomfort. The
question then is how to aggregate across the different indi-
viduals in each situation. Which situation is preferable from
the point of view of the involved pigs? (The choice described
here is deliberately simplified). A further complicating factor
that should be included in real life is how being allowed to
tail dock will affect the way the farmer cares for his animals.
Valros and Heinonen (2015) claim that the farmer, if she or
he is not able to tail dock, will take better care of the pigs to
try to limit tail-biting. However, D’Eath and colleagues
(2014) express a more pessimistic view on this.
Some moral philosophers think that the intra- and inter-indi-
vidual aggregation cases are in principle not that different.
A case in point is RM Hare, the leading British moral
philosopher in the post Second World War period. In his
book, Moral Thinking (1981), he claims that aggregation
across individuals can be reduced to aggregation within the
life of one individual. To find out which situation is morally
preferable, therefore, one would have to go through the
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Figure 1

Illustration of the challenge of inter-individual aggregation. Theoretical illustration of the result of a 100 versus a 0% tail-docking policy.
Tail-docking causes some pain to 100% of the pigs and reduces the risk of tail-biting (approximately two-fold, based on available abattoir
data). Even though the risk for tail-biting might be higher if tails are not docked, and the pain caused by biting more intense than the pain
caused by docking, the non-bitten pigs are fully spared the pain due to tail-docking in a 0% docking scenario. Pigs that are both docked
and bitten suffer the most pain. (Figure and part of original caption re-printed from Valros and Heinonen (2015), published by BioMed
Central, with kind permission from A Valros).
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following thought experiment: imagine that you will live
the life of all the 30 involved pigs, one after the other. Then
ask yourself the following question: which of the two alter-
natives would I prefer, given that I am going to live the lives
of all the affected pigs? Here, it is likely that 0% tail-
docking would be preferable: even though there will be
extra miserable moments, these could plausibly be
outweighed by a better quality of life in the vast majority of
imagined consecutive lives. The overall idea of Hare’s
position is that when aggregating across individuals one
should aim to get the greatest total sum of welfare, which is
in accordance with the ethical position called utilitarianism.
Others, like the American political philosopher, John Rawls,
would object to this line of thought. He would claim that a
difference of crucial importance is being overlooked: the
difference between individuals. When aggregation is done
within one life, all the costs and the overall net benefit fall
on the same individual. This seems fair. But when aggrega-
tion is carried out across individuals, the benefits and costs
fall on different individuals. Here, there will be winners and
losers, and if the winner takes it all, the loser will get an
unfair deal. Thus, Rawls famously complains that utilitari-
anism “adopt[s] for society as a whole the principle of
choice for one man” (Rawls 1971; p 24). (Rawls only
considered the issue of aggregation in relation to humans
and he would not, for reasons that we will not discuss here,
have sympathised with the vastly simplified extension of his
views presented here to cover animals). 
Rawls’ alternative to the utilitarian view of aggregation
across individuals, which favours the “greatest sum of
welfare across individuals”, is the famous “difference
principle” according to which the aim is to secure the
“greatest benefit of the least advantaged” (Rawls 1993; p 6).
Given the choice between 0 or 100% tail-docking of piglets,
it can be argued that tail-docking is the preferable option
since it will improve the situation of half of the least advan-
taged, ie the pigs that would otherwise have had their tails
bitten (based on the assumption that tail-biting gives rise to
problems of an order of magnitude much greater than tail-
docking would have done for the bitten pigs). 
The utilitarian principle that aggregation should be done to
secure the greatest sum of welfare across individuals, and
the difference principle, according to which aggregation
should be done to achieve the greatest advantage for the
most disadvantaged individuals, can be viewed as two
extremes on a scale where numerous middle positions are

conceivable. One such middle position suggested by the
British moral philosopher Derek Parfit is the so-called
priority view, according to which aggregation should
proceed with extra weight being given to worse-off individ-
uals (Parfit 1997; Arneson 2000). Thus, the priority view
reflects a middle ground, giving special weight to the plight
of the worst off (like the difference principle), yet still
considering the plight of the better off, so that all individ-
uals count (as in utilitarianism) in the aggregation process.
So, inter- compared to intra-individual aggregation does
give rise to a new level of moral complexity concerning
how to balance welfare costs and benefits between affected
individuals. If consequences are simply added up this will
reflect a utilitarian view on aggregation, which in many
ways is morally controversial. Other ways of adding up
welfare consequences across individuals, including those
found in WQ, will also potentially give rise to controversies.
Thus, there is no morally neutral way of aggregating
welfare across individuals, and the way forward must
therefore involve complete openness about how aggregation
is done, on the moral implications, and about alternative
ways of aggregating. 

Adding up different kinds of problems: ethical
implications
Welfare issues are diverse — they may be of different kinds
and come in different degrees of intensity. How to aggregate
across different welfare states and degrees of intensity may
give rise to ethical challenges, irrespective of whether the
issue is intra- or inter-individual aggregation. For example,
it will require ethical thinking to consider how suffering
pain compares to the lack of ability to express natural
behaviour. Likewise, it may, for example, be an ethical issue
to compare mild pain to severe pain, since it may be argued
that low levels of pain does not lead to suffering. (For a
more full discussion of different conceptions of animal
welfare, see Weary & Robbins 2019; this issue).
Beginning with the latter issue: scales on which things like
pain are measured are ordered, ranging from no pain to very
severe pain. However, the way pain matters is not neces-
sarily similar to the underlying scale. Thus, if pain is scored
on a scale from 0 to 10 it does not follow that ten days with
pain at level 1 are equivalent to one day with pain at level
10, or that 10 animals with pain score 1 are equivalent to
one animal with pain score 10. A real-life example may
serve to illustrate this: the ‘gait score’ of broilers, used as an
indicator of pain and discomfort due to leg problems. Leg
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Table 1   Distribution of gait scores of Danish broilers at three points in time.

Distribution of gait scores (percentages of flock level prevalence) measured on Danish broiler farms in 1998/99 (Sanotra et al 2001), in
2004/05 (Petersen 2006), and in 2011 (Rasmussen & Spangbjerg 2012).

Year/Gait score Gait score 0 (%) Gait score 1 (%) Gait score 2 (%) Gait score 3 (%) Gait score 4 (%) Gait score 5 (%)

1998/99 (A) 25.0 20.6 24.3 24.3 5.5 0.3

2004/05 (B) 19.5 33.2 34.1 12.6 0.5 0.0

2011 (C) 0.6 12.2 83.3 3.7 0.2 0.0
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problems are affected by a number of factors, the most
important of which is the very rapid growth rate for which
the birds have been genetically selected over many genera-
tions. Gait score is measured on a scale from 0 to 5, where
0 is given to birds that walk perfectly and 5 is given to birds
unable to walk. Gait scores were measured in Danish broiler
flocks in 1998/99, 2004/05 and in 2011 (see Table 1).
In 1998/99, the distribution of gait scores of Danish broilers
(situation A, the specific combination of genotype and
management at that time) showed a relatively high proportion
of birds with gait scores of 3, 4 and 5. In 2004/05, mainly due
to changes in genotype (situation B), a much lower propor-
tion of gait scores 3, 4 and 5 was reported together with a
higher proportion of gait scores 1 and 2. In 2011, the distribu-
tion changed again due largely to a changed genotype
(situation C), resulting in very few birds with gait scores 3, 4
and 5 and also with gait scores 0 and 1. So, how should this
be assessed? Should C be classified as worst, since here the
fewest birds have very good gait scores (0 and 1)? Or should
A be classified as worst, since the highest number of poor gait
scores (3, 4, and 5) are seen here?
While there has been a consistent reduction in the % of high
gait scores (3, 4, and 5) from A to B to C, the number of
birds with gait score 2 has increased by nearly 60% (from
24.3% at A to 83.3% at C). Gait score 4, for example, repre-
sents a bird that has a severe gait defect and therefore may
be expected to be in severe pain. The bird is capable of
walking, but only with difficulty and when driven or
strongly motivated. Otherwise it squats down at the first
available opportunity (Kestin et al 1992). A decrease from
5.5 to 0.2% in gait score 4 therefore means far fewer birds
are likely to be suffering severe pain. In contrast, gait
score 2 represents a bird with a gait abnormality that does
not affect its ability to move, and as such might be associ-
ated with relatively mild pain, but in many more birds. 
Although this example is similar to the tail-bite case
discussed in the previous section, considering a larger
number of individuals in mild pain versus a few individuals
in severe pain, the point we want to make is a different one.
It concerns what counts as suffering. The birds with gait
scores 3, 4 and 5 clearly seem to be suffering (Caplen et al
2014). If they are given a painkiller, many of them will walk
normally (McGeown et al 1999), suggesting that, untreated,
those birds feel pain to a degree that it either badly limits
their ability to walk or completely prevents them from
doing so. So, if their ability to walk is severely impaired, it
is a sign of suffering. On the other hand, mild lameness, as
found in gait scores 1 and 2, may be something that the bird
is able to cope with, which is therefore a less serious welfare
problem (although few studies have been done on the
welfare consequences of gait scores 1 and 2). The point we
are making here may be described in more general terms as
follows: suffering, which is a serious welfare problem,
consists of negative mental states. However, due to the
ability of most animals to adapt and cope, suffering is not a
simple additive function of these negative mental states.
Rather, suffering only occurs when a certain threshold is

reached due to the intensity, combination or duration of
negative states. An example of such a combination may be
a low number of pecks that may not add up to a welfare
problem, but if combined with a slight feed restriction and
insufficient access to a dry resting area, the combined effect
may be greater than the simple additive value of the isolated
effect of each. It could be argued that the overall reduction
in welfare caused by these combined stressors therefore
cannot be assessed on the basis of the individual measures,
but needs to be assessed using an overall measure, such as
cortisol, telomere length (see Bateson & Poirier 2019; this
issue) or an emotional bias test. (For a more thorough
discussion of the notion of suffering see Weary 2014).
It should be added that scientists know very little about the
way relatively small independent stressors interact in a
single animal. Some of the few studies indicate that they in
combination may have a very strong effect (eg Ritter et al
2009). Furthermore, there may be individual differences in
the ability to adapt and cope (cf the notion of a pain
threshold). Therefore, simply ‘averaging’ negative states
over time and/or across individuals may give a very poor
measure of the amount of suffering. Instead, it seems
necessary to take account of the intensity, duration and
combination of negative states within individuals, as well as
the individual’s perceived control over the situation. 
So far, we have been talking about welfare as defined by
avoiding pain and other negative mental states. However,
narrowing down the notion of welfare in this way is, of
course, highly controversial, not only because of the
omission of positive mental states but also because there are
definitions of ‘welfare’ to be found within the field of animal
welfare science that do not share the assumption that welfare
is all about mental states. As aptly phrased by Fraser and
colleagues (1997), besides feelings (mental states), welfare
can be defined in terms of function and natural living. Or, in
more traditional philosophical vocabulary, there are different
theories of well-being, one of which, hedonism, defines
welfare in terms of mental states, whereas others focus in
addition, or exclusively, on preference satisfaction or perfec-
tion (understood in terms of flourishing or performing
natural behaviour) (Appleby & Sandøe 2002).
The conclusion of this section is that aggregation raises
challenging issues about how to add up different mental
states such as pain, where the resulting welfare is not a
simple additive function of these states, and about how to
deal with indicators where there are varying levels of
agreement concerning their validity.

Considering aggregation within WQ from an
ethical perspective
The aim of WQ was to develop a methodology for the
assessment of welfare at farm level to enable the labelling
of products of animal origin with regard to the welfare
state. To create easily understandable labels, the aggrega-
tion of animal welfare measures is of prime importance.
Aggregation within WQ therefore concerns how to add up
the results of a wide variety of indicators across individ-
uals within one farm. 
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In light of the considerations presented above it is appro-
priate to raise the following five questions concerning the
aggregation undertaken in WQ, which will serve to
structure the discussion of this section: 
• 1) How are different indicators relating to an individual
animal aggregated within WQ to reach a verdict about the
welfare of that animal? 
• 2) How are different welfare indicators aggregated across
animals within WQ? 
• 3) How are mild levels of welfare problems aggregated
with more severe ones within WQ?
• 4) How are indicators with different levels of perceived
importance aggregated within WQ? 
• 5) What is the role of experts in aggregation within WQ
and how is it justified?

1) How are different indicators relating to an individual
animal aggregated within WQ to reach a verdict about
the welfare of that animal?
According to some influential ethical theories (see the first
section of this paper), the relative negative load on the
welfare of individual animals, and not just the sum of
welfare scores across individuals, matters ethically.
Therefore, it is important to aggregate welfare at the level of
the individual animal. However, the short answer to this
question is that it does not happen in the WQ protocols. This
is because WQ aggregates across indicator values without
considering the welfare status of individual animals
(Veissier et al 2011). So, for example, in the case of dairy
cows, the basic input into the aggregation process concerns
the number or proportion of cows that are lame, that are
emaciated, that collide with the housing equipment when
lying down, and that show fear of humans measured by a
long avoidance distance — to mention four indicators
covering all four principles in the WQ definition of animal
welfare. However, there is no indication of whether the
same cows that are lame are also those that are emaciated,
spend a long time lying down and show fear of humans. 
To understand why this may pose a problem, consider, for
example, two farms with exactly the same load of measured
problems but with an important difference: in one farm, all the
problems are borne by 10% of the animals, whereas on the
other farm the problems are evenly divided between 30% of
the animals. Clearly there will be more intense suffering (by a
smaller number of animals) on the first farm but this difference
will not be noted in WQ because the system does not look at
how welfare problems are distributed between individuals. 
WQ measures the welfare of individuals at one specific time
within one farm, yet emphasis in the WQ protocols is given to
indicators that are repeatable over time. As the indicators are
not recorded over time, this is a limitation when it comes to
following individual animals. The repeatability is therefore on
farm level, not on an individual animal level, but it seems
likely that the degree of suffering is linked to the duration of
problems within individuals across time (see Houe et al 2011
for an account of how this may work out in real life situations). 

In conclusion, whereas WQ keeps record of the total load of
problems in a group, the way this load is distributed across
individual animals remains unacknowledged and unmea-
sured in WQ, both from a cross-sectional and longitudinal
perspective, as we have argued above. This is especially a
concern for animals spending several years on-farm, eg
dairy cattle, but may be less of a problem for the assessment
of broiler welfare, for example.

2) How are different welfare indicators aggregated
across animals within WQ?
This question is, like the previous one, justified by the
apparent ethical significance of intra-individual aggrega-
tion, and by the importance attached by WQ to avoiding
‘compensation.’ However, as follows from our discussion of
question 1, question 2 contains the same false assumption,
ie that aggregation in WQ takes place across animals.
Aggregation within WQ is done across indicators, not
animals — which is an important ethical limitation to bear
in mind in what follows.
When it comes to aggregation across indicators in WQ,
the first step involves different scores relating to a certain
indicator being transformed into a welfare score ranging
from 0 (worst) to 100 (best). To illustrate this let’s take
the indicator ‘lameness’ for dairy cows. Initially, an index
for lameness ranging from 0 to 100 is defined within WQ.
This index score is a linear and additive function of the
relative number of lame cows (weighted for severity), so
that 100% severely lame cows gives a score of 0, and
100% non-lame cows gives a score of 100 (Veissier et al
2009; p 22). Subsequently, this score is transformed by
means of a non-linear function derived from expert
consultation. The specific non-linear function employed
by WQ means that the addition of a lame cow will have a
much greater effect on the welfare score of a farm with
low levels of lameness compared to one with high levels
of lameness (for a discussion of this claim and its impli-
cations, see Sandøe et al 2017). 
Three further steps of aggregation follow: from indicators to
criteria, from criteria to principles and from principles to the
four final values (Excellent, Enhanced, Acceptable, and Not
classified). In these three steps, weightings are made based
on consultations with experts and/or other stakeholders. In
the final step, where scores ranging from 0 to 100 for each
of the four principles are aggregated into the four final cate-
gories, some pragmatism seems to enter into how the aggre-
gation procedure is constructed.
As a first step, aspiration values for each principle were defined
as 80, 55, and 20, respectively (where over 80 is Excellent,
between 55–80 is Enhanced, between 20–55 is Acceptable, and
below 20 is Not classified). These values were defined based
on actual distributions (Veissier et al 2009; p 28) rather than on
expert views, and it was taken for granted that farms were
fairly evenly distributed between the four values. 
The researchers, together with the Welfare Quality®
Advisory Committee, next defined how to go from the
values for the four principles to the final value for the farm.
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Here, different rules were considered. The first and simplest
one was ‘unanimity’ which means that a farm needs to reach
the aspiration value of a given category for all welfare prin-
ciples to be assigned to that category. For instance, to be
Enhanced, a farm would need to score at least 55 on all prin-
ciples (Veissier et al 2009; p 28). However, this rule was
rejected because it did not seem ‘realistic’, based on the
observation that half of the farms visited would be scored as
Not classified and the other half as only Acceptable
(Veissier et al 2009; p 28).
There are several perspectives from which the WQ
approach to aggregating can be discussed. The first and
most obvious will relate to the official ambition of the WQ
aggregation system to avoid or at least limit ‘compensa-
tion’, which we previously tentatively defined as whether a
bad thing happening to one or more animals may be offset
by avoiding other bad things happening. Unfortunately, the
researchers behind WQ do not define what exactly is meant
by compensation, nor the intended limit to compensation.
Thus, compensation is not considered by the WQ
researchers in the context of the principles of aggregation
presented above, even though it has been suggested that
some sort of middle position between utilitarianism and
what we termed the difference principle is intended
(Botreau et al 2007). So, it is difficult to tell whether the
degree of compensation found is acceptable or not as
measured by the standards set by the WQ researchers.
However, some studies have found that, as measured by
expert opinion (which in many ways seems to be the gold
standard for WQ), the level of compensation is too high.
Thus, Sandøe et al (2017), in a case study involving 44
Danish dairy farms, demonstrated that welfare problems
perceived as unacceptable by the experts were effectively
hidden by good scores for other aspects of welfare — indi-
cating that the WQ system allows compensation at a level
that the surveyed experts would find unacceptable.
Similarly, in a Dutch study of 196 dairy herds (de Vries et al
2013), it was found that “except for one herd, a high preva-
lence of (severely) lame cows did not result in herds being
classified as unacceptable” (p 6271). The authors of the
study combined this finding with a reference to two other
studies (Whay et al 2003; Lievaart & Noordhuizen 2011)
showing that animal welfare experts rank “lameness as the
most important measure of dairy cattle welfare” (p 6271).
The authors also highlighted the mechanisms in the WQ
system that give rise to this problematic sort of compensa-
tion. In addition, a Belgian study (de Graaf et al 2017)
found a low level of agreement between the overall WQ
welfare score and scoring by experts from multiple
European countries. So it is fair to say that, as measured by
expert opinion, WQ does not succeed in preventing or
limiting compensation to an acceptable degree.
However, it is also important to consider that the problems
encountered are to some extent endemic to scoring systems
of the kind considered here. Animal welfare is widely

recognised as being a multidimensional phenomenon, and it
therefore makes sense to use a number of different measures
to capture the overall welfare of an animal, or animals, on a
farm. However, as the number of measures increases, any
assessment system that does not use cut-offs for the indi-
vidual measures, where going beyond the cut-off has the
consequence that the welfare of the group will be deemed
unacceptable, will see the importance of each individual
measure decrease. Any animal welfare protocol will
therefore need to balance the multidimensional nature of
animal welfare with the dilution of the individual measures.
A further concern relates to the four steps of aggregation
each with ethically motivated weightings found in the WQ
system. Because weighting is done in several iterations, the
weighting and the ethical judgements are likely to become
progressively more opaque. Experts may know what they are
doing when they indicate their moral acceptance of the levels
of welfare problems at the most basic level of transforming
different indicator scores into welfare scores. However, it is
very unlikely that they will maintain the overview and not
lose track of the underlying weightings of the previous
step(s) when aggregating in three further iterations.
Another concern here is the pragmatism with which WQ
defines acceptable welfare, not based on what experts or
other stakeholders consider to be acceptable, but seemingly
based on the tacit assumption that only a minority of
commercial farms will have an unacceptable level of animal
welfare. Clearly, this could be seen as a politically conven-
ient assumption, but it risks undermining the credibility of
WQ among those who are worried about modern, intensive
animal production. Even though the attempt to deal with the
worst problems may be appreciated, there may also be the
concern that the system, overall, serves to ‘cover-up’ the
problematic practices found in modern animal production.
So, the conclusion of this section is that the way aggregation
of welfare indicators is undertaken in WQ creates a number
of critical problems and limitations: the focus is on indica-
tors, not individuals; unacceptable compensation (as
measured by expert opinion) is not prevented; due to four
successive iterations of weightings the aggregation
procedure lacks transparency; and assumptions about what
is a ‘realistic’ requirement for an acceptable level of welfare
may undermine the credibility of the system. 

3) How are mild levels of welfare problems aggregated
with more severe ones within WQ? 
The WQ system does reflect a justified concern for putting
more emphasis on severe compared to mild problems. The
case of lameness in dairy cows may again serve as an illus-
tration. Three possible values of lameness are recorded:
‘non-lame’, ‘mildly lame’ and ‘severely lame’. Mild
lameness is, according to WQ, given a weighting of 2 and
severe lameness a weighting of 7, so that in terms of
welfare impact, one severely lame cow would be equiva-
lent to three and a half mildly lame cows. So, clearly an
effort is made here to make more severe problems stand
out compared to the mild ones. 
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4) How are indicators with different levels of perceived
importance aggregated within WQ? 
As already mentioned, WQ takes as its starting point a
comprehensive definition of farm animal welfare in terms of
four principles, Good feeding, Good housing, Good health,
and Appropriate behaviour. These four principles and the
underlying 12 criteria were constructed by a combination of
deliberation among the researchers involved in WQ and input
from the social science wing of WQ about public perception
of animal welfare. In line with previous studies (eg Lassen
et al 2006) it was found that the general public emphasised
the importance of positive welfare and natural living.
While including the views of all relevant parties makes room
for a comprehensive account of animal welfare, it risks
creating another layer of problems, where the different
elements have to be balanced against each other. For
example, how much weight should be given to natural living
and positive welfare compared to the prevention of
suffering? Here, there is a real danger that bad scores for
welfare problems considered highly important by experts (eg
severe lameness in dairy cattle), may end up being counter-
balanced by good scores for problems experts consider less
important (eg availability of drinkers) (de Vries et al 2013).

5) What is the role of experts in aggregation within
WQ and how is it justified?
Whereas input was provided from studies of public percep-
tion regarding the overall architecture of the WQ definition
of animal welfare in terms of the four principles and the
underlying 12 criteria, the input into the aggregation
procedure mainly came from expert consultation. One moti-
vation for this difference could be that the definition of
animal welfare is taken to be of an ethical nature while the
aggregation procedure is more technical. However,
although there are obviously technical issues involved in
setting up an aggregation procedure, at the core, many
decisions, as we have seen, are clearly of an ethical nature.
Take, for example, the transformation of a lameness index
for dairy cows into a welfare score described under
question 2. To achieve this, experts were asked to score the
welfare impact of the different values of the lameness index
on a scale concerned partly with whether action could,
should or must be taken. Thereby, a welfare index (‘how bad
for the cows?’) is transformed into an ethics score (‘how
acceptable?’). However, the respondents were experts in the
field of welfare, not ethics, and furthermore, the question of
whether any individual can be an expert in ethics in the
relevant sense is certainly open to debate. 
It is important here to highlight the results of a study
(Tuyttens et al 2010) that found that three different groups of
stakeholders, ‘farmers, citizens and vegetarians’ disagreed
with both the WQ aggregation procedure, and with each
other. So, there is reason to believe that the ethical views of
the experts may differ from those of other stakeholders.
Indeed, the same may be true for scientists. When it comes
to different welfare indicators, recent evidence (Sandøe et al

2017) suggests that there are big differences in their
perceived validity and importance between experts. Some
indicators, notably those linked to pain, such as lameness,
appear to be widely perceived as valid and important,
whereas others are much more controversial. This gives rise
to a dilemma when it comes to setting up ways to aggregate
animal welfare. Either one focuses on indicators that
command wide agreement, resulting in a very narrow view
of welfare, or one goes for a more comprehensive notion of
welfare, with the potential for a high level of disagreement
concerning the validity of the results.

Animal welfare implications
Methods of aggregation may be of huge consequence for
animal welfare when schemes for assessing animal
welfare on farm or group level are applied. They will,
among other things, define the relative weight assigned to
different aspects of animal welfare, and they will define
how to add up across individuals, and across different
indicators of animal welfare. 
Since defining an aggregation system will inevitably
involve taking controversial ethical decisions, notably on
how to balance the total or average welfare of the affected
animals against concern for the worst affected animals,
there is a crucial need for transparency as to how aggrega-
tion is carried out. Without such transparency, there is a
danger that welfare issues that matter most to some stake-
holders will inadvertently be ignored.
Also, it is important to recognise the political nature of
some decisions relating to aggregation, not least when it
comes to defining the line between acceptable and unac-
ceptable levels of welfare. What, to one stakeholder, may
seem to be a sensible and pragmatic tool to improve animal
welfare over time may be seen by another as an attempt to
cover-up unacceptable animal welfare problems.
WQ is, to date, the most sophisticated attempt within animal
welfare science to set up an aggregation system in combina-
tion with a comprehensive set of animal welfare indicators.
This is a highly positive initiative and should be
commended. However, we argue here that the aggregation
system is in several ways problematic and would benefit
from a fundamental overhaul.
Some points that could be considered in such an overhaul
include: 
• 1) Making sure that severe welfare problems, such as
lameness in dairy cows, are not hidden; 
• 2) Making ethical decisions more transparent at all levels,
depending on the aim of the aggregation procedure; and
• 3) Involving other stakeholders so that their views are
represented when such ethical decisions are taken. 
We are aware that these points (particularly the third one) so
far remain vague and that it is much easier to criticise an
existing aggregation system, such as that used in WQ, than
to develop a feasible alternative.
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